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pletely out of. our vocabulary. There will be no consideration for terming
ation for anyjtribes*

But it's just termination by individ,uals, i*s what ve

are working for, .so that individulas can determine what the> want,to be and
where they want to go>, and that no Indians will fear termination again. He
also set out some 1-2-3 plans that can be carried out.

He created this council

Council'' for Indian .Opportunity and under this council he has asked all the
secretaries of all the departments, secretary of labor'public work, Secretary
i

Cohen of Welfare and Education, all these, people are all working in their
*
*
*
departments to overcome -the problems. So you in this community with your
Indian population should get together and what ypu know needs are, .and in
your educational system, now you can go to the Department of Education and
ask for specific programs, you can get together and find out what your needs
are on specific different type of training. There's all types of things now yo?
.can take advantage of the - through the Labor Department, because of the
President!8 new approach to help the Indian make his own determination, and
that the Indian really is not phe sole priority of the Indian Bureau, that
all departments of the federal government should be interested in. But as I
sit in. this meeting, it is */ery interesting - one of the most important men
-r
there, I didn't know, was,/a person
I was supposed to help Influence in his'
approaches to Indians.., I didn't know enough to figure him out.
esting about his attitudes.
s
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It's inter- '

He said*, "I just can't understand what Indians^
•

want. What do the/ want? What do they want?}" Here is a man who is head of
a big department/in the federal government which handles education.

He had no

concept of the' problems that Indian children have. For instance, like myself
growing up where Comanche is spoken at home, through my grandparents were
, progressive,
ive, they had their own theories in their local coumunity, but the
Comanche' language was spoken at home and so it is very difficult sotnetimes
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